we swirled our gowns and doffed our mortar boards calling each other doctor. We went out to celebratory nights surrounded by admiring family and impressed friends, some of whom even asked for medical advice having scorned this on previous occasions when unsolicited. Rejoicing was soon over. We timorously entered into service -some say near slavery -as junior hospital doctors, and began to realise that the door through which we had passed opened to a vast arena of structured careers with intercommunicating pathways mazelike in complexity. The brave, the strong and the determined as always plunged forward without hesitation, whereas those less well endowed -and I count myself among these -seemed to drift. It is tempting at this stage of my discourse to paraphrase James Joyce and embark on a "Portrait of the Surgeon as a young man": the haunting fears, the prejudice, the moral and ethical dilemmas, the trials and tribulations that beset each young surgeon as he progresses ever onwards towards that goal of independence -a Consultancy, -the final recognition of success which makes it all worthwhile. Now at last the opportunity to make one's mark on society. For some, the few, international acclaim, leadership in one's profession, perhaps a knighthood -these attributes seem less necessary and certainly less achievable, a sort of icing on the cake or by.-product of a surgical career. What then are the satisfactions as one reflects? One of my young surgeons (no ownership implied) on hearing of my oratorship and looking me straight in the eye -a quality I admire -said to me "Sir, is this the end of the beginning or the beginning of the end?". It takes courage to speak to your boss like that and it takes courage to be a good surgeon. So I instantly forgave him. What he was in fact saying was entirely true; some reflection was indicated! For an intelligent person qualified in medicine to choose surgery as a career seems indeed a strange choice. Much of one's time is spent in close, indeed intimate, physical contact with the patient. Some of this contact is of a distinctly crude nature. I recollect the young surgeon with his eye close to the sigmoidoscope on receipt of the end product -a mixture of flatus and faeces -ruefully wiping his eye. Was this, he asked, what he had studied six long years in medical school to achieve? Long stressful hours immersed in the intricacies of resecting and rejoining those parts of the viscera that any self-respecting pork butcher would reject and throw into the bin. Re-organising the drainage system from the kidneys all the better to fill our already overburdened sewage systems. Ensuring the survival of the individual by replacing cardiac tributaries, and fixing worn or fractured hips at a time when that individual's worth to society may long be over. Rebuilding shattered limbs, and on occasions resuscitating those destined to be a burden both to their loved ones and the social services. Society, 1990. techniques and sheer practice high grade manual expertise can be achieved in many agricultural, industrial, commercial and communicative activities. Not to mention the creative aspects of art and design where they achieve their highest peak. How often do we see a "super surgeon" at work and marvel at his skills and dexterity? As that great contemporary teacher Alan Apley has said "the average surgeon is an average surgeon"! Far more important is that the operative procedure carried out is the one that will benefit that particular patient best, remembering always the basic truth that of the surgical team by far the most important contributor is likely to be the patient. Wise and prudent selection in itself implies sound medical knowledge, a good training background and communicative skills. These attributes combined with manual competence seem a dull concept compared with the virtuoso performance of brilliant, even dazzling, dexterity; but how we all admire the latter! There is no more dangerous animal than a surgeon looking for someone on whom to perform his surgically skilful piece de resistance, except perhaps one who has lost all confidence and can no longer involve himself in risk factors. There are two stages best exemplified in the ageing process among many doctors -not all. The young doctor with his urge for therapeutic activity, a zest to treat everyone; and the sad decline of the elderly for whom no treatment seems worthwhile, a sort of therapeutic nihilism. Somewhere between these two lies the ideal, the truly balanced doctor. From the other end of the spectrum, from the consumer viewpoint, what is it that makes patients choose surgeons? Members of the public may be very naive, but many are now very much better informed than some surgeons are aware. We are fortunate in this part of the world to retain the referral system whereby patients are likely to be advised by their family doctor whose opinion they should seek. The very complexity and team -work of modern medicine confuses many patients, and in the hurly -burly of a busy clinic and of life on the ward they may not always be sure whom they have in fact consulted. In the not so distant past a large scar extending across the abdomen from xiphisternum to pubis could be readily identified by the patient as the work of Sir Lancelot, but on enquiring what that great man had actually done -"God, sir, I never asked him"! Now the same question is more likely to elicit the reply "I had an anteroplasty and a highly selective vagotomy", but as to who did this splendid procedure -"God, sir, I never asked". There are still those relics of medieval urban development, the street of the tailor, the street of the doctor (Harley Street) but here in Ulster we are more likely to be associated with our hospitals. With no inference elsewhere I will admit to being proud of being one of the Royal surgeons -it is said that you judge a man by the company he keeps. All -in -all patients choose surgeons for a vast variety of reasons, but few, if any, relate to the true value of the man which is best judged by his own colleagues -more often the junior ones. This constitutes the vis a tergo of incentive motivation. Let us hope that we can keep our precious referral system and shun the cult of personality so exemplified by the power of the media. Not that surgeons are conspicuously noted for their self -effacing humility or lack of personality projection. The whole ethos of surgical training, the very performance of the art in a "theatre", the grand conclave on the surgeon's ward round especially in a teaching hospital, lead to the development of character traits that can only be described as those of a prima donna. We have all seen examples of this -how entertaining and colourful such a performance can be. "Good old Sir George -he's at it again -ten out of ten for the ward round today, and what about the way he dealt with scrub nurse in theatre when she handed him the needleholder beloved by Mr Truelove, his arch rival". A certain amount of this theatricality was programmed in to the system and is not by any means confined to surgery. Medicine can at times appear a very arrogant profession, but beware of pride in arrogance lest the fall prove too humiliating. A degree of eccentricity colours life. That all men were truly equal -a sort of surgical clone -would indeed be a dull world and provide no fuel for the satirist at the housemen's concert, or the anecdotes of the after-dinner speaker on staff occasions. Some theatricality is permissible as a sort of safety release valve in a stressful profession. It is however, very important that surgical rectitude and discipline be entirely professional. There is no safe alternative to the disciplined clinician and operator. Of course, no surgeon is devoid of habits. These depend on one's training background, tradition and to a certain extent on current fashions -for there are fashions in surgery just as in any other sphere of human activity. Habits should however be open to question and revision. There is no one perfect manner of surgical technique: but there are certainly some methods that are better than others, some procedures that can no longer be justified and some attitudes that require careful re -examination, especially in the light of new knowledge. Otherwise there would be no progress. The development of team -work in surgery has been a striking change even over the short span of my own career. It is furthermore one of the many signs of change, with the increasing complexity of technology and the division of surgery not only by specialisation but also into special interest spheres, that threatens to transform our professional attitudes. I use the word threat well aware that what some surgeons regard as a threat others see as a joyous opportunity. Not the difference between rich and poor as in a political or sociological sense, but between the old established and the young and thrusting. In any locale we now need to build up a surgical team not just to represent the accepted specialities that have hitherto been designated by systemic surgery, but to represent new opportunities, new concepts, new skills and technological attainments. I have seen myself become the last of the generalists, even in my own speciality. Take what was once a very common, indeed mundane, orthopaedic proceduremenisectomy or removal of a torn displaced knee cartilage. This has now been elevated, much to the patient's advantage, and may be carried out by an expert arthroscopist who in certain circumstances not only removes it at day surgery through the visualising beam of a small telescope, but may actually sew it back again. The concept of teamwork is a heartening development. It has been greatly lubricated by intra-speciality referrals, communication between surgeons, and lessened rivalries and feuds which so bedevilled the surgeons of old. Surgical meetings and conferences are now much less likely to be a parading of skills and achievements, and more often represent a quest and pooling of knowledge -a process of cross -fertilisation where one and one make three or more! Sometimes such a conference can degenerate into a shared responsibility in decision -making which is not always to the patient's advantage. Committee decisions are not based on an equity of knowledge. The wise clinician having heard the ebb and flow of the discussion either takes the decision himself, or should the case be outside his own expertise, refers the patient to the proper quarter. It is this very explosion of sophistication in super-specialisation, and the expense incurred, that has created a new hydra that again threatens to change the pattern of the lure and lore of surgery. In summary, great changes in surgical practice have taken place and will continue to occur. These changes are inevitable and are to be welcomed as the exciting evolution of life on our planet Earth progresses. Science fiction can scarcely be too far-fetched to be truly impossible, except that life on other planets and galaxies seems increasingly unlikely. Our historical and traditional concepts of the lure of surgery -that of great master surgeons dominating their specialities with the breadth and range of their expertise, wisdom and experience, will, it seems, be replaced by the technocrat team member, highly respected for his individual expertise within his narrow sphere. The lore -that which is learnedwill invoke very different training patterns embodying management, assessment of cost-effectiveness and computer analysis. Perhaps the keyboard practice will aid manual dexterity as hands -on workshop training augments and possibly supplants the old apprentice system. The Royal Colleges, steeped in the pageantry of history which God forbid we jettison, are alert to these changes and are now radically re -considering the examination structures to meet these changing needs. Let us hope that surgery will not be stultified and lose some of its vital spontaneity and daring by the overlong training now being imposed, with the need for control and audit, and fear of legal consequences. The future lies with you, the students of today, to play your part.
"Tempora mutantur, et nos mutamur in illis". (Times change, and we change with them).
(
The Ulster Medical Society, 1990. 
